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Y (casually): Hi, there! Any parameter suboptimal in your system?
X (confused): What?
Y (calmly): That is just a slightly sophisticated way of saying ... "Haw ya doon, dee?".
X (like before): What?
Y (slightly strained): Now don't go on saying "What?" all the time! 'Cause that is not the kind of
information I can process.
X (angry): You freakin' shit!
Y (unaffected): Input does not compute!
X (terminally annoyed): Go, fuck yourself!
Y (unaffected): I think, that won't be feasible.
X (runs off screaming)
Y (amused): That I call good thinking. A little sportive effort can help dealing with a lot of life's
dire moments. I wish she hadn't run away though, as our chat was just gathering momentum.
Y (to a little girl): Greetings, Earthling! Are you eligible to speak on behalf of your species?
X (giggling): Gee, you're funny! You go on!
Y (reflective): Maybe you are right in suggesting, we had exchange courtesy first before entering
into negotiations. Well, then. The honour is entirely on my side, your grace, to parley with you. I ...
X (doleful): Look Sir, I gotta run. My mommy is expecting me for dinner. Can we continue our play
tomorrow?
Y (puzzled): You wish to postpone our negotiations?
X (cheerful): See you tomorrow, ok? (runs off)
Y (moody): If only I could step into their kind of reasoning!
Y (after observing a bat's fly by): What kind of bird was that?
X (annoyed): Do I look like a fuckin' ornithologist?
Y (alert): Uh, wait! That is a conundrum, right? Fucking always involves at least two of your
species ... and your all alone. Do you think I ...
X (runs away screaming)
Y (reflective): Well, I had that reaction before. I wonder if it means anything more than the obvious.
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X (demanding): Excuse me. I ...
Y (sceptical): Why? What have you done?
X (puzzled): What? Who are you?
Y (annoyed): How can you ask me such a complex question?
X (stunned): Complex?
Y (defensive): I guess I couldn't answer in my native language even. Why do you want to know?
X (bemused): Look, this is a private party here and I was just wondering whether you belong here.
Y (amused): Funny you should say so. I was just asking myself the same question.
X (stern): Have you got an invitation?
Y (relieved): Yes. You want to see?
X (confused): No, Thanks. But why don't you say so?
Y (confident): But I do say so. I have got an invitation and I can show you.
X (defensive): I mean, why didn't you say ... right from the start?
Y (uncomprehending): What start? Start of the universe?
X (offended): No need to be unfriendly.
Y (pensive): Yes, I suppose. – (complaisant) Why? Who's unfriendly?
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